Oracle has more than 420,000 customers, with a distribution across a wide variety of industries, in more than 145 countries. For job seekers, earning a certification on Oracle in-demand skills can become a competitive differentiator in the IT industry.

#TIP: How to pitch your Oracle certification during an interview

When searching for your dream job, it’s not just the certification that counts, but how you make use of it. Check out the questions that will help prove your:

ENTHUSIASM ➔ What triggered you to be interested in the chosen certification?

FORWARD-THINKING ➔ How does getting certified align with your future career goals?

DESIRE TO LEARN ➔ How do your newly acquired skills align with the current technology trends in the market?

A glimpse of the Certification experience:

"To those that have it, congrats. To those looking to get it, study on. It is well worth the effort."
- Don Coppock

"I really enjoyed the preparation of the exam because it forces you to learn all features, even those that you don’t use daily, or even never used."
- Franck Pachot